Title: 4" Steering Column

The steering column bevels allow the column to be used up to a 1-1/2 thick dashboard.

Steering wheel hub is threaded for both Dino & MOMO 6 bolt hole patterns. Column comes with (6) 1/4-20 x 5/8 button head cap screws for mounting the steering. This column can be be used with optional 137-9130 MOMO horn button or 137-9131 Dino horn button.

The steering column positions the steering wheel mounting face 4" away from dashboard, based on 3/4 dashboard thickness. For additional sizes, Hardin also sells 137-9121 6" column and 137-9122 8" column.

Kit includes (4) 3/8-16x2" socket cap screws to mount column through the dash to the hydraulic helm. Because dashboard sizes vary, please insure the bolts do not bottom out into the hydraulic helm. Helm needs to be securely fastened against column.

These dimensions are the required depth needed behind the dashboard for proper installation with Hardin hydraulic helms.

- 137-9145 Single Ram Helm: 5-1/2"
- 137-9146 Dual Ram Helm: 5-13/16"
- 137-9147 Quad Ram Helm: 6-5/16"

This drawing is confidential and is supplied on express condition that it shall not be lent, copied or disclosed to any other person or used for any other purpose without written consent of Hardin Marine Inc. Breach of this contract will hold ....... and it's principals liable for loss and damages.
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